MIGUEL FRAZÃO
FULLSTACK SOFTWARE DEVELOPER

+351 925 282 546

I'm a Full Stack Sofware Developer since 2013 professionally. Worked from
advertising agencies to hotel groups with massive inhouse software and software
houses.

me@migueldvl.com

Currently more focused on backend, data analytics and system architecture.

CONTACT ME

Cascais, Lisbon
migueldvl.com

WORK EXPERIENCE

mfrazao.medium.com

SENIOR BACK-END ENGINEER

linkedin.com/in/miguel-mssfrazao

Outdare • Lisbon • MAY 2021 - Present

pt.stackoverflow.com/users/
5749/miguel
github.com/Miguel-Frazao

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

Integrations with a lot of third parties, mostly regarding restoration, using Python or
PHP (Laravel), automations and Implementation of monitoring tools such as Zabbix.
Improving Server and Database performance regarding responses times and
resources allocation, mostly working the data the best way possible (not more not
less), and enhancing DB structure/datatypes/indexes.
SENIOR FULLSTACK ENGINEER & HELPDESK SUPPORT
Vila Galé Hotels • Oeiras • JUL 2018 - MAY 2021

Data Science
SQL, PHP, Python, Data
Visualization/analytics, Machine
Learning.
HTTP(S) / WEB context
PHP (Laravel), Node , MySql,
Python (Flask/Django), VueJs, CSS,
React, APIs (RestFul/SOAP),
WebSockets services, webscrapers
with Python (Requests Livbrary,
Selenium).
Sysadmin
Linux, AWS (EC2, S3), Docker,
Automations (using shell/Python),
Apache/Nginx, notions of system
and applicational security best
practices.

Dealed with massive inhouse software, adquiring great knowledge about ORACLE
(PL/SQL) and SQL itself.
Done a lot of Helpdesk Support (also inhouse software) fixing bugs and doing a lot of
data repairs.
Developed the housekeeping feature, room allocation per hotel/person, necessary
clothes to change and calculating times per room/person. For the mobile app used
Vuejs and Laravel as the API, to the help cleaning people become digital this app
registers minibar consumes, track clothes changed and time tracker. And the
corresponding reporting based on the data gathered from this feature.
FULLSTACK DEVELOPER
Happy Brands • Lisbon • Jul 2017 - Jun 2018
Working mainly with Vuejs/Jquery for the front-end and PHP (Laravel) and MySql for
the backend. Done several websites/cms for our clients.
Using Laravel developed inhouse software from scratch for management internal
human resources, materials, accounting and services provided, using a multi
authentication system along with the corresponding API (RestFul).

EDUCATION & CREDENTIALS
AWARDS
MVP
MVP of the trimester at Vila Galé
Hotels

Degree Name
Electrical engineering and computers (unfinished)
Course of Web Design/Developer at ETIC (2012 - 2013)
Certifications:
Took course of Cyber Security (MTA: Security Fundamentals Certified)

